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Dear parents/carers
Following the late Easter holiday this
year, Term 5 has been a very short but
important term with the GCSE and A
Level public examinations now in
progress. Students in Years 11 and 13
have been working extremely hard, and
we have continued to be very impressed
with their focus and dedication to their
studies; hopefully this will lead to great
success in the summer and results that
they will be proud of. We
wish them all the very
best of luck in the coming
weeks.
Students in Year 12 sat
their formal End of Year
Examinations earlier this
term and are now in the
process of receiving their results,
reflecting about their Predicted A Level
Grades and considering their next steps
post-18. We have a comprehensive
programme to help prepare students for
university applications, including very
specific support for our Oxbridge,
medicine and veterinary science
prospective applicants which will
continue in Year 13.
Students in Years 7-10 have also been
working very hard in readiness for their
End of Year Examinations at the very
start of Term 6. Teachers have noted
their very positive and mature approach
to revision, with students taking
responsibility for their learning and
progress, and using the exams as an
opportunity to develop revision skills,
gain valuable examination experience
and identify their individual strengths
and areas for development.
Although examinations across the

school are such an important focus this
term, there have also been a range of
trips, visits and other activities for
students across the school. This has
included the Curriculum Enhancement
Day on Tuesday with a Year 7 trip to the
Tower of London for History, Year 10
visiting Shorne Park for Biology
fieldwork, Year 8 studying Philosophy
across the curriculum, Year 9 had a “Top
Secret Spy Day” with a talk from Peter
Bleksley (from the Channel
4 programme “Hunted”)
and Year 12 had an
opportunity to debate in
the Model United
Nations General
Assembly (MUNGA) day.
In Term 6 we will look
forward to many opportunities for
students to extend their learning and
experiences beyond the taught
curriculum; this will include the whole
school Curriculum Enhancement Week,
Sports Day as well as the Arts &
Technology Faculty summer festival.
Term 6 will also see the start of the
works for our two building projects; the
new two classroom block next to the
Sports Hall and the new roof for the
College Block and the Maths/Art
corridor. I am delighted that the projects
are now finally going ahead, with
funding for both having been secured in
a very challenging financial climate.
Finally I hope that our families have a
safe and enjoyable week, and we look
forward to welcoming back all students
at the start of Term 6 on Monday 3rd
June.
Sharon Pritchard
Headteacher
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Governor News
This term has seen the start of public
examinations for many of our students and
on behalf of Governors I would like to wish
each of them every success in these
examinations. We do understand and
appreciate how stressful these weeks can be
for students and parents alike, as well as the
long-awaited results days. Our Year 13
students left the school this term in
preparation for their A Level examinations,
we wish them well in these and every
success and good wishes for the future.
The Trustees will meet next term to
approve the school’s 3-year budget which
has to be sent to the Education and Skills
Funding Agency before the end of July. The
budget will then be shared with the
Governing Body at their meeting in the last
week of term 6, before being submitted to
the ESFA. These continue to be challenging
times financially for schools despite the
introduction of the National Funding
Formula which has been only moderately
beneficial to our school.
On a very positive note, Governors were
delighted that the bid submitted last year for
funding available to academies from the DfE
Condition Improvement Fund for capital
projects, was successful. As a result, funding
has been secured to replace the flat roof on
the College Block building and to replace the
glass roof along the Maths/Art corridor.
Contractors will be on site from this month
to begin the roofing works which are
scheduled to be completed by the end of
August. Every effort is being made by the

school and the contractors to minimise noise
and disruption to lessons and examinations
which are held in the Sports Hall. We are
also pleased to note that the building work
for the two new classrooms that will be
situated on the land between the Sports Hall
and the College Block will also be starting
this month. Once again careful planning will
ensure minimal disruption and noise during
the examination period.
On behalf of the Governors I would like to
acknowledge and thank Martin Jones for his
contribution, commitment and dedication to
the school, its students and staff during his
time as our Deputy Headteacher. Martin’s
contribution to the Senior Leadership Team
has been outstanding and of great value to
the school. We wish him every success and
happiness as he takes up his new role as
Head of School at the start of next term at
another Grammar School in Kent.
We very much look forward to working with
Fiona Kellett who will take on the role of
Deputy Headteacher next term and wish her
every success in her new role.
If you wish to contact the Governing Body
on any matter please contact me via the
school e-mail address or
in writing c/o the school.
Finally, I would like to
wish you all a restful and
relaxing break, hopefully
the good weather will
continue.
Janice Brooke
Chair of Governors

Tennis Award Nomination
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I am delighted to announce that Dartford Grammar School for Girls was nominated for
the Kent County Lawn Tennis Association’s Education Award. We were nominated for a
variety of reasons including the amount of tennis covered within the curriculum, extracurricular clubs that are offered both at lunch times and after school, links with outside
clubs, external coaches coming into DGGS to coach students, success at county
tournaments and trips that are run to both the International Tennis Tournament at
Eastbourne and Wimbledon.
Having been nominated, we were then shortlisted for the award along with one other
school. This is a real honour for the school, PE department and students alike. The award
is open to all primary and secondary schools in Kent and this exceeds 760 schools.
Unfortunately we narrowly missed out on being awarded this title, but are extremely
proud to have been nominated, shortlisted and then come second.
Thank you to all students that take part in any of the extra-curricular tennis clubs or
represent the school in matches as you have all contributed to our success. Well done.
Mrs Coxall
Teacher: Physical Education
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential

A Hat Extravaganza under the sea!
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On Wednesday 3rd and Tuesday 9th April, the entire Year 7 cohort took part in the annual DGGS Hat
Extravaganza, a tradition in the lead up to Easter which comprises a 5-week homework project where
students are asked to make and sculpt a hat to be worn and marvelled at in the end of term celebration
assembly.
Each year a new theme is explored and this year the students became ambassadors for recycling and
the awareness of ensuring we live in a cleaner environment exploring ‘Save Our Oceans’ with designs
inspired by the sea and sculpted using recyclable materials. In the UK we have some of the highest quality
drinking water in the world – and it’s from our taps! Despite this, in the UK alone, we consume 13 billion
plastic bottles a year – 7.7 billion of them are plastic water bottles.
The imaginative flare and ambitious qualities of the work produced were astounding with everything
from lighthouses, to turtles, to sharks and light-up jellyfish featured in the parade! In addition to the
pleasure of joining the parade, students were also competing to win one of the prestigious prizes
including categories for most inventive and most outrageous designs.
Below is the list of winners which included an incredibly impressive design by overall winner Solana in
7K whose adaptation of plastic materials, composition and use of colour showed skill as well as an
intuitive approach to the theme.
We can’t wait to see what is produced next year!
Form prize winners:
7C
Shakhana
7H
Saumya
7I
Erica
7K
Millie
7L
Ela
7P
Angel

Best duo:
Abigail and Maddy 7K
Best Hat for theme: Lily 7H
Most outrageous hat: Verity 7K
Most inventive hat: Manisha 7H
Overall winner:
Solana 7K

Mrs Wills
Teacher: Art and Design (maternity cover)
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Whole School Production
“Schools Will Rock You”
On 28th and 29th March, many students across the school performed the
production “School Will Rock You”. It was an amazing success but took a
whole lot of hard work and preparation, whether it was learning lines, songs,
dances or making props.
We had rehearsals after school, but one of our main rehearsals included
being completely off timetable on 27th March and performing to a Primary
school on the morning of 28th March.
We had a fun time preparing for the evening shows and everyone enjoyed
the performances. We had many comments from parents and the audience
telling us how amazing the production was.
Jaidene-Rena 8C
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Arts and Technology Faculty
Upcoming Events
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Please see the following posters for upcoming events organsised by the Arts and Technology faculty.
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Student in the poster is Teni 10I
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Year 8
Curriculum Enhancement Day:
Philosophy
On 21st May 2019, our Curriculum Enhancement Day was based on
Philosophy. On this day we learnt a different side of our ordinary lessons and
beyond.
It was a day which prompted questions we have been wanting to know
the answers to.
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I was particularly surprised with the Modern Languages session, here we
learnt about different perceptions and cultures. One example is colour
perception. It was interesting to learn that different tribes saw colours such
as green and blue the same but different shades.
One question that we also discussed was: Does language limit us based
on what we have to say? For this activity we looked into a poem called
Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll where many words were made up and we tried
to draw an image from the description the poem gave us.
We found out that different languages such as French had different
priorities on word choice than others. Overall, this made me think how
many different cultures there are in the world and what their differences
are.
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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The Religious Studies session was very captivating and made me think deeper than I would normally.
We looked into the meanings of different words like Religious, Experience and Knowledge and learnt
the Four Religious Experiences. This was useful for lessons because we can link it to the different
religions we have been learning.
We learnt about Nicky Cruz, who had a very brutal childhood and looked at the contrast of his later
life when he was told that Jesus loves him. He spreads the knowledge of this around the world. This
could relate to the philosophy we did as a topic during lessons. We looked at different opinion-based
answers where many of us said different answers. Overall, this taught me about belief and ways people
live their lives.

We were shown the ‘beauty’ of Maths. We learnt how there was Maths in nature using time etc.
Also there was a philosophical question that really makes me think: Was Maths discovered or
invented? I saw a different side of Maths and it amazes me how fascinating Maths could be.
Also we also talked a lot about 'pioneers' of subjects (such as William Shakespeare in English) and what
impact they had on these topics.
Mainly in the afternoon, a speaker outside school came to talk about the philosophy of Science and
how it links to Religion as well. She asked us different questions to see if we agree or disagree to it and
showed us a part of Science that we didn’t know of. I found her really inspiring as she talked about her
childhood and she showed how much she loves Science.
Methmi 8P and Neve 8P

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Iceland Trip
We set off from school on Wednesday 10th April at a civilised 8.30am; 43
students and 5 members of staff. The journey to Iceland was uneventful and
we managed a few stops at a very windy sea inlet and boiling mud pools before
arriving at our hotel in Reykjavik. The next day we were up early to really begin
our Icelandic adventure. We started with some very impressive lava tubes,
natural tunnels into the Earth. There were some impressive rock formations
including the volcanic equivalent of very thin stalagmites. Next up was a swim
in the naturally hot waters of the secret lagoon. We then did the classic golden
circle, starting with the place where the North American plate meets the
European plate Tingvallir. Then on to the geyser which erupted over every six
minutes shooting water 30 metres into the air and due to the wind, over the
students. Last stop for the day was the beautiful two tier waterfall of Gulfoss.
We stayed at a very comfortable hotel in the middle of nowhere.
We started day three with a very
impressive waterfall Skogafoss, where the
energetic climbed up the side, so had a
view looking down on the falls. We then
went to Solheimajokull, the glacier. After
getting equipped (crampon, ice axes etc)
our guides led us onto the glacier and we
climbed up the snout of the glacier to the
top. It must be said that walking on
glaciers is a marmite experience: for most
it was the highlight of the trip but a few
were underwhelmed. We then saw the black beach at Vik which is often a
backdrop for music videos. The crashing waves on the beach viewed from afar
were truly wild and impressive. At the last stop of the trip we went to another
waterfall, Seljalandsfoss, where you are able to walk behind the falls. The sun
came out and there was a beautiful rainbow. Everybody was reluctant to leave
this magical site.
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The next day,after a leisurely breakfast, we made our way to the airport, where we found that a
storm had led to nearly all flights being cancelled. Luckily we were one of the only flights out that day
albeit with a three hour delay. We arrived back at school late,
tired but happy having experienced the unique attractions of
Iceland. Once again we were very lucky with the weather as all
the forecast rain never arrived.

Mr Freeman
Teacher: Geography
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Year 8 Trip to St Hugh’s College
Our trip to St Hugh’s College was amazing! We were given biscuits and
drinks after a 2 hour journey to Oxford. Afterwards we went into a room for
which we were also given a bag and pencil as souvenirs. We had a talk on the
university which included a true or false quiz on the basis of university, an idea
of what you can study at university and we uncovered the differences
between school and university. It was fascinating to learn more about
universities.
After this talk, we split into three groups and were taken on a tour of the
university by a student. I couldn’t believe how vast the site was and how
many different buildings there were. We were then provided with a delicious
lunch of pasta and vegetables. St Hugh’s College (Oxford University) was a
tremendous, exciting experience and I am very lucky to have visited it.
Ria 8I
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On Wednesday 15th May, 40 students and 2 teachers went on a trip to St
Hugh’s College in Oxford. Upon arrival, we were met at the gates and were
taken to a room to have some much needed tea and biscuits after the long
journey.
We were then taken into another room where we listened to a talk about
Oxford Schools in general and what types of courses we could take if we were
admitted. We also learnt that students from around 150 countries around the
world apply to Oxford University.
When the talk finished, we split into 3 groups and were given a quick tour by
some students in which we saw the library, common room and dorm rooms.
We were told that the college had one of the largest grounds out of all the
Oxford colleges and how, unlike other universities, students were allowed to
rest on the grass in the summer.
After this, we went to have some lunch in their university canteen and we all
enjoyed this tremendously.
The day finished with a workshop where we learnt about Oxford’s website
“Qxplore”. We all thoroughly enjoyed the trip.
Anjola 8I
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential

Mental Health Awareness Week
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Mental Health Awareness Week marks an important point in our calendar considering a quarter of
people experience a mental health problem in the UK each year.
Mental illness can affect any of us, yet is often overlooked and swept under the carpet as physical
health tends to be the focus. This is why this week is so essential. It provides the opportunity and
inspiration for us to begin looking for ways to break the stigma associated with mental illness within our
society. This should not only be contained within one week but extend into the future to work towards
creating a school community free of stigma.
Through selling green ribbon badges and holding a non-school uniform day, we raised funds for
significant mental health charities including Young Minds and Childline. Young minds are specifically
dedicated to supporting young people struggling with mental health issues. This includes supporting
school environments as well via teacher training and advice for parents- something that is extremely
relevant to our school community.
Childline provides a counselling service for anyone up to 19 years old experiencing distress, therefore
providing a vital lifeline to many. The badges were also a sign of solidarity within our community in
which it showed how we recognise mental health issues run through our society and affects us and
those around us.
Caitlyn 12E

Form activities
During form times this week, activities have taken place in order to raise further awareness for
mental health. One such activity included a PowerPoint presentation which detailed the role of the
Mental Health Foundation for this year’s Mental Health Awareness Week and its theme – Body Image.
This activity also included a word search for Years 7, 8 and 9, which focused on a growth mind-set to
raise awareness that although many people connote mental health as being negative, this is not always
the case.
For Years 10, 11 and 12, activities included a PowerPoint presentation which closely focused on
stigma and how it affects our day-to-day lives. This included a ‘hands up’ game to put stigma into
perspective, a thought provoking video and the ‘I weigh’ task. The ‘I weigh’ task focussed on weighing
yourself with your achievements and who you are rather than a number depicting your weight. One
section also focussed on tips regarding how to speak about mental health, which provides a vital tool to
opening up conversations. Both of these activities ran successfully and we all found the experience an
enjoyable and rewarding task.
Georgia 12E

Games event
One of the events that the school hosted during mental health week was the games event. The
Philanthropic team set up several board games in one of the school’s halls and invited the rest of the
school to join. The green ribbons allowed the wearer to access this games event. Many students were
generous enough to lend some of the games that they had at home and a lot we already had in school.
Students across the years came along and sat together to play one of the numerous games. The event
was a success as we not only created awareness for mental health week but it helped provide a real
sense of community. Whilst playing games is not for all, this event brought together students across the
years as they played games together and explained how to play some of the very unique games to each
other. For many it was also a great form of relaxation before the upcoming tests. Playing games is
certainly a way to allow students to relieve some of their stress and do something they enjoy.
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Stress ball making stall
Another incredibly successful event DGGS
hosted during Mental Health Week was the
stress ball making event on Friday. Students across the years were invented to
come along and, for a small donation of 50p, make their stress balls and
decorate them to their liking. The making of the stress ball was simple enough
as the students simply poured some rice into colourful balloons. We found a
large number of students were enthusiastic to get involved throughout the
event. It was very busy but all the students (both making the stress balls and
organising the event) had an enjoyable time. Additionally, the students got the
opportunity to express their creativity into their stress ball. Overall, we were
able to raise a lot of money and promote the importance of Mental Health
successfully. If you enjoyed this session and would
like to make a Mindfulness jar then check out the
recipe on the following page.
Ann 12B
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Recipe for Mindfulness jar (Source: Goodtoknow.co.uk)
To make glitter jars you will need:







A jar or plastic bottle (500ml)
A jug of warm water
60ml glitter glue
3 drops of gel food colouring
60g-80g glitter
Squirt of baby oil or liquid slop (optional and makes it settle more slowly)

1.
2.
3.

Add warm water to your jar or bottle until it reaches around a third of the way up.
Add the glitter glue and stir until it combined with the water.
Add around 3 drops of food colour (and optional baby oil or liquid soap) and stir. You can add
more or less depending on your preferred shade, but remember not to add too much or the
mixture will become very dark and it will become hard to see the glitter.
Pour in the glitter! Again, you can use more or less than suggested, or go for a mix of chunky and
fine glitter to give more texture to your jar. Stir well until combined with the existing mixture.
Top up your jar with the rest of the warm water, until it is almost full. Leave a little gap at the top
of the jar to allow the mixture to move.

4.
5.

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Mindfulness Session
Mindfulness is defined as “a mental state achieved by focusing one's
awareness on the present moment, while calmly acknowledging and accepting
one's feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations, used as a therapeutic
technique”.
During the lunch session with Ms Erice, we experienced a taster session of
Mindfulness meditation and it was very interesting to discover what that
session involved. Mindfulness meditation is as simple as closing your eyes,
stabilising yourself and finding a moment of relaxation, people often do this
when they are going through something physically or mentally draining or
even it they are stressed. For example, in our taster session, it went on for at
least 20 minutes and the session involved in imagining ourselves in a situation
where we were very comfortable then finding an object which brought
relaxation over us, after that we were slowly brought back to our actual
surroundings by “feeling the chair beneath us” and by breathing steadily.
Overall, the session was very relaxing and it did bring peace of mind.
Anyone can do mindfulness; it is seen as a way of living it brings awareness
and caring into everything we do.
In addition, it cuts down needless stress. Both science and experience
demonstrate its positive benefits for our health, happiness, work, and
relationships. There are plenty of apps that are free and easily to download
such as “Headspace”, which allows you to take a break from your stressful
day.
Shaira 12A

Overall the students worked incredibly hard to make a fun week for all
whilst promoting such an important cause.
Every individual will experience stress for a variety of reasons in their life
and whilst health stress is good, when it becomes more long-term and
wears a person down impacting their life, wellbeing and health then it is important it is tackled. Important numbers for help for young people are noted at the bottom of this page.
Mrs Kidd
Assistant Headteacher

Childline – Call 08001111 anytime
Young Minds



Parents Helpline: 0808 802 5544
If a Young Person needs to get in touch
they should text YM to 85258
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Kingsley Napley - The Legal Apprentice
Task 1: Identifying legal issues - Scenario based task 31st Jan – 15th February 2019
For Task 1 of the Law Competition, as a group, we had to read a case study sent to us by Kingsley
Napley about an incident which had happened in a high school. The competition involves each group to
be part of a ‘pretend’ law firm in which we have to advise and assist clients who require legal
assistance. Our role for this first task was to read up on the various different sectors of the law in order
for us to be able to identify and explain all of the areas of law which had been engaged in the scenario
situation. We then had to construct emails to the Headteacher of the High School explaining whether
he can legally immediately dismiss a PE teacher at the school for the incident which occurred and give
advice on what the Headteacher should do in order to not make the case worse for himself.
Lastly, we had to write 1000 words justifying why one of the students from the high school should
make a claim against local paramedics for clinical negligence as they were at fault for her breaking her
hip which subsequently ruined her future career in gymnastics. Overall this task was focused on our
group being able to identify legal issues from a fictional scenario and then applying these legal issues as
we wrote up emails and justifications of our answers, just as a professional law firm would do.
Grace 12D on behalf of Team 4
Task 2: Interviewing a witness and drafting a statement 25 th February to 7th March 2019
We had to watch a series of clips in a scenario where the witness was being interviewed by his
solicitor, we had to use a range of skills to successfully fill out a form and answer detailed questions
about the witness, provide reasonable responses to his questions and apply our own knowledge of
confidentiality and legal privilege, that we had gathered from the factsheets provided, to advise and
reassure the witness. Our ability to be quick-thinking was definitely tested.
This task was challenging because each clip had its own individual questions to be answered with a
given amount of time, meaning that every member of our team had to be alert, making notes and
taking in as much detail from the clips as possible to make sure that the questions were answered
accurately as the clips could not be rewound, paused or replayed. Some questions required us to think
back to previous clips to answer correctly, which tested our memory and listening skills as lawyers and
showed how much attention we had been paying. The second part of the task required for us to write
our own witness statement on his behalf, using what we had collected from the interview. This task
was much simpler as we were given a template and example of a good witness statement and already
had all the information that we needed to include.
Damisi 12Bon behalf of Team 3
Task 3: Pitching for a client 14th March to 3rd April 2019
For Task 3, we had to prepare a short presentation which would persuade a potential client to
instruct our team. Firstly, we set a day to organise our pitch, during which we read through the task
requirements, took notes and watched helpful videos on how to successfully pitch to a client. These
steps aided us in the process of typing up our script for the presentation. We divided into set roles such
as partner of the firm, associate lawyer, public relations officer and para-legal, so we could focus on
individual strengths of our pitch. In our presentation, we wanted to showcase our interpersonal skills
and made sure we came across as empathetic as well as capable professionals. We planned the day to
record our pitch, which had to fit in a bracket of 2-3 minutes, but we were faced with the obstacle of a
lack of rehearsal, so after a few attempts, we managed to perfect our pitch and uploaded it to the
Kingsley Napley website. We felt that our presentation covered a range of legal aspects and
convincingly shows our ‘client’ why we are the best lawyers to take their case on.
Amani 12G on behalf of Team 2
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Task as a whole
One of the main things that this opportunity provided was the chance to
directly learn about many areas of the law which only helped to solidify our
wish to pursue Law as a career. Since Law is such a large field with several
areas, when researching to see if it is the area for you and your future it can
be very hard to find clear and trustworthy information that really lets you
know what it can be about. By working on these specific tasks such as how
different lawyers would work in different areas we were provided with a
much better understanding of whether the Law is the right career to consider.
With the different tasks we also explored the different ways in which
lawyers would work, from writing down witness reports to making a
presentation to a possible client, allowing us to not only work and understand
the way a lawyer typically would but also learn certain aspects of the law and
how they are applied to cases along the way.
The experience itself allowed us to gain certain skills such as learning how
to write a witness report, how to listen and record the right information and
most importantly how to work together as a group within all of this since, as
explained very early on, much of the work as a lawyer will be with others. We
strongly advise you to take up these types of opportunities in order to find
out if Law is for you.
Samir 12C and Cindy 12G on behalf of Team 1

Summary
Overall 700 teams from 250 schools in total took part and although
our four teams teams did not make the final four teams to visit Kingsley
Napley for the final task in June, we had some excellent results and the
exposure the students have had to a range of skills and working in a legal
team has been invaluable.
In terms of results, I would like to congratulate Team 1 who came
20/700 in task 2 and Team 4 who were 48/700 in Task 3. The ranking
percentiles of each of the teams are below.
Team 1 (Aiswarya, Cindy and Samir) - top 22% percentile
Team 2 (Amani, Abigail , Gloria and Tunrayo) - top 32% percentile
Team 3 (Damisi, Devine, Oluchi and Rachael) - top 59% percentile
Team 4 (Grace, Naomi, Ryan and Joshua) - top 25% percentile

Mrs Kidd
Assistant Headteacher
Head of Sixth Form
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Head Student Team Assembly
As one of our first tasks as Head Student Team, we had to create an assembly to present to the
whole school. There were many topics we could have presented on, but we decided to focus on
positive thinking, and relate it back to our everyday life.
One of the key messages behind it was to never give up on your goals, no matter how far-fetched
they may seem. To demonstrate this, we used the example of Amberley Synder, a barrel rider who was
left paralysed after a tragic car accident, but was determined to get back on her horse, and stopped at
nothing to make this dream possible.
Having undergone many academic challenges at our time at DGGS, we wanted students to
understand their targets can always be achieved, and that motivating each other to do well is what
truly creates successful students. With the upcoming GCSEs and A Levels, it is even more important to
recognise our individual strengths and weaknesses, and understand when it is right to be strict on
ourselves, but also to highlight the progress we have made and acknowledge the impact our hard work
has.
House Assemblies
Over the course of three days, the House Captains and Deputies met with their designated Houses in
order to introduce themselves as the new House Leaders for the very first time.
Within these assemblies, the House Leaders enthusiastically mapped out their aims for the
upcoming year, discussed domestic and public events coming up as well as the success of Charity Days
whilst giving some word of advice to the Year 13s and Year 11s who are currently sitting their external
exams and the rest of the House who are patiently awaiting their End of Year Exams.
We think it is hugely important to ensure communication within the house, ensuring all students are
comfortable with us and one another.

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Library News
It is the start of exciting times for the library. The existing student
librarians have been reinstated and, along with some new recruits, have
been working hard with me to sort out our beloved books. As well as the
shelves being tidied and cleaned, we have new display boards, blinds and
beautiful new paintwork - even the lighting has had a revamp.
Book Club, which takes place every Thursday lunchtime, began brilliantly
with students getting started on shadowing the Carnegie Medal process. The
awards are announced in June and we get to vote for our favourite from the
shortlisted books.
Alongside this, student-led sessions have included sharing our favourite
and least favourite books and genres, and discussing how film adaptations
measure up to their literary beginnings.
Important library information

The library is a quiet study area.

Open everyday between 10.30am and 2.30pm.

No food or drink

No mobile phones
Mrs Hickman
Librarian

FPTA

ISSUE NUMBER
59
MAY
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Forthcoming Events
Monday 3rd June

Start of Term 6

Thursday 6th June

Year 9 German Trip Parent
Information Evening

Monday 10th June

Year 9 French Trip Parent
Information Evening

Tuesday 11th June

Year 12 Intervention
Evening

Wednesday 12th June

Year 9 Spanish Trip Parent
Information Evening

Thursday 18th June

Year 9 Intervention
Evening

Thursday 20th June

Year 12 Reports issued
home

Thursday 20th June

Year 7 Bushcraft Trip Parent
Information Evening

Wednesday 26th June

Year 10 Intervention Evening

Friday 5th July

FPTA Summer BBQ

Thursday 18th July

Year 7, 8, 9, 10 Reports issued
home

Friday 19th July

End of Term 6
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